
Five hotels are next to each other in the same street. Use the clues to �nd out their characteristics.

Color: black, green, orange, pink, purple

Name: Elysium, In�nity, Lumiere, Oasis, Zephyr

Owner: Bangladeshi, Bolivian, Congolese, Dutch, Ecuadorian

Manager: Charles, David, Gregory, Ivan, Xavier

Rooms: 100, 150, 200, 350, 400

The Black building is located somewhere to the left of

the building with 400 rooms.

The building with 100 rooms is positioned immediately

to the left of the building managed by Charles.

The hotel with 150 rooms is located somewhere

between the building with 200 rooms and the building

managed by Xavier, in that order.

The Purple building is adjacent to the hotel managed by

Charles.

The Pink hotel stands next to the hotel managed by

Xavier.

The In�nity Hotel is managed by Ivan.

The building managed by David is located immediately

to the left of the building with 150 rooms.

The hotel owned by the Ecuadorian has 350 rooms.

The Purple hotel is owned by the Dutch.

The building owned by the Bangladeshi is somewhere

to the right of the Pink building.

The Pink building is somewhere between the hotel

owned by the Congolese and the Oasis Hotel, in that

order.

The Black building is immediately to the left of the

Zephyr Hotel.

The Oasis Hotel is immediately to the left of the hotel

owned by the Bangladeshi.

The Pink hotel is somewhere between the Elysium

Hotel and the hotel owned by the Bangladeshi, in that

order.

The Elysium building is located somewhere to the left

of the Purple building.

The Pink building is located somewhere to the left of

the Zephyr Hotel.

The Orange hotel is managed by David.
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Five hotels are next to each other in the same street. Use the clues to �nd out their characteristics.

Color: black, green, orange, pink, purple

Name: Elysium, In�nity, Lumiere, Oasis, Zephyr

Owner: Bangladeshi, Bolivian, Congolese, Dutch, Ecuadorian

Manager: Charles, David, Gregory, Ivan, Xavier

Rooms: 100, 150, 200, 350, 400

The Black building is located somewhere to the left of

the building with 400 rooms.

The building with 100 rooms is positioned immediately

to the left of the building managed by Charles.

The hotel with 150 rooms is located somewhere

between the building with 200 rooms and the building

managed by Xavier, in that order.

The Purple building is adjacent to the hotel managed by

Charles.

The Pink hotel stands next to the hotel managed by

Xavier.

The In�nity Hotel is managed by Ivan.

The building managed by David is located immediately

to the left of the building with 150 rooms.

The hotel owned by the Ecuadorian has 350 rooms.

The Purple hotel is owned by the Dutch.

The building owned by the Bangladeshi is somewhere

to the right of the Pink building.

The Pink building is somewhere between the hotel

owned by the Congolese and the Oasis Hotel, in that

order.

The Black building is immediately to the left of the

Zephyr Hotel.

The Oasis Hotel is immediately to the left of the hotel

owned by the Bangladeshi.

The Pink hotel is somewhere between the Elysium

Hotel and the hotel owned by the Bangladeshi, in that

order.

The Elysium building is located somewhere to the left

of the Purple building.

The Pink building is located somewhere to the left of

the Zephyr Hotel.

The Orange hotel is managed by David.
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Hotel #1 Hotel #2 Hotel #3 Hotel #4 Hotel #5

Color orange pink purp�� black gr��n

Name Elysium In��nity Lum���� Oasis Zephyr

Owner Congo���� Bolivian Dutch Ecuadorian Bangla��shi

Manager David Ivan Xav��r Char��s G��gory

Rooms 200 150 100 350 400
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